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Color cuts for AGB identification in 
each CMD begin beyond the Tip of 
the Red Giant Branch (TRGB)

Determination of TRGB location 
through analysis of the distribution 
of sources

Employed an Epanechnikov
(parabolic) kernel function

Savistky-Golay Filter used to smooth 
fit to data

KDE realized one thousand times to 
provide statistical rigor via Monte 
Carlo method (“MCKDE”)

TRGB: K = 17.39 ± 0.07
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Local minima determine where a separation 
between populations occurs

Fits to these boundaries define the color cuts 
used to segregate various stellar populations

K vs. J – K CMD

O-rich AGB star candidates: 3,141

C-rich AGB star candidates: 865

Dust-enshrouded AGBs + YSOs: 217

[3.6] vs. J – [3.6] CMD

O-rich AGB star candidates: 3,199

C-rich AGB star candidates: 925

Dust-enshrouded AGBs + YSOs: 228
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[8.0] vs. [3.6] – [8.0] CMD

O-rich AGB star candidates: 2,949

C-rich AGB star candidates: 674

Dust-enshrouded AGBs + YSOs: 630

Background galaxies: 15,546
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the VLT

98,736 sources

Provides optical, near-, and mid-
infrared photometry

Spectral energy distribution (SED) 
fits to positively identify AGB star 
candidates and determine dust 
mass and dust mass loss rates

Grid of RSG and AGB ModelS
(GRAMS)
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In preparation for JWST guaranteed time 
observation (GTO) program #1234

17 hours with MIRI and NIRCam

Observations designed to cover massive 
star-forming regions

Filter combinations selected based on 
prior work predicting fluxes of dusty 

objects and stellar populations with 
models

Integration depth: 19.4 magnitudes at 
7.7 μm, 14.4 magnitudes at 21 μm, and 

22.4 magnitudes at 3.56 μm to match 
SAGE LMC/SMC

Large dust content in high-redshift 
systems not attributable to lower-mass 

stars (< 5M☉), which have not had time 
to evolve onto the AGB

[…Observations pending]
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